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Intro: G F/C G 
G 
It could happen to you, 
D 
But it happened to me, 
G 
Got in __ big trouble last week, 
D 
Big time, the big „T“ 

C 
Got stopped by some cops in my car 
G 
After dumping big Lee, 
D 
It could’ve happened to you, 

  G 
But it happened to me 

Fill: G F/C G 

We get up to some things, 
____My friend and me 
After _ a few margeritas 
Well it’s, party till three 

We were sittin’ ___ at the bar, 
and a guy ___ took it too far, 
It could’ve happened to you 
but it happened to me 

Fill: G C/F G  

So the cops flashed us down, 
us pretty damn drunk, 
our hearts speedin’ like hell 
with a ___ spade in the trunk 

The cops shouted from the back, 
„Miss, you broke the law real bad“ ... 
well 
this could’ve happened you 
but it happened to me 

Bridge:  
D 
Ain’t no ___  rockin’ good plan 
C      G 
For baggin’ a man 
D        
Hell, when you start rollin’ those 
dice  
C 
There ain’t no point in cryin’, 
you’re not up to size! 

Fill: G F/C G  

Lucky us, us gettin’ caught 
Just for phonin’ at the wheel 
One smile at that bear of a cop 
Seemed to ____ get us off for free 

See girls, it’s not always fair 
Bad guys, gettin’ away 
Don’t let it happen to you 
What almost happened to me 

I said girls,  ... 
D 
Don’t let it happen to you          
	 	 	 	      G  
What almost happened to me 

C G. End 

Inspired by an American Drama Sitcom; a story about a 
friendship between two ladies who get into trouble by 
accidentally killing some bad sleezy guy, but luckily getting 
away with it! The message is: this maybe could happen to 
anyone! 


